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Fall Winter 2024-2025 _ DOWN JACKET 3900

Youthful with a very fashionable style padded
with goose down in shiny technical fabric. 
This duvet with warm insert wool knit at the
bottom at the back and with a comfortable hood
has a unique character further enhanced by the
line of the pocket with stitched flap that lines the
side and ends at the back. Accentuate your
femininity when you're on the move.
Composition: Outside: 100% PL - Lining: 100%
PL - Padding: Goose Down

Warnings: Do not tumble dry
Dry cleaning possible
Details:
Goose
Non-detachable hood
Double slider zip closure
Pockets with invisible zip and flap
The person in the photo is 177 cm tall. and
wears a size 42
Sizes available from 38 to 50

Sleeve Length: Normal
Total length: 74 cm size 42
Fit: Regular
 
SKU  3900-1000-203

100 103 203

300 303 310



Fall Winter 2024-2025 _ DOWN JACKET 3901

Nylon down jacket embellished with knitted wool
inserts in the collar, front and pockets.
A refined garment ideal for city environments.
Endowed with energy and character, provided
partly from the two materials used, very
comfortable chic.
Composition: external: 100% PL - Lining: 100%
PL - Padding: Goose Down
Warnings: Do not tumble dry
Dry cleaning possible

Details:
Goose
Tonal double-slider zip closure
Hand-attached automatics
Pockets with mesh edge
Inner knit collar
The person in the photo is 177 cm tall. and
wears a size 42
Sizes available from 38 to 50
Sleeve Length: Normal

Total length: 65 cm size 42
Fit: Regular
 
SKU 3901-1000-310

100 103 203

300 303 310



Fall Winter 2024-2025 _ DOWN JACKET 3902

Down jacket in shiny technical fabric and large
ecological pockets that gives Martylò style and
provides the final chic touch, resulting in a
unique garment, elegance-style and comfort that
come together in one perfect garment for every
occasion.
Composition: external: 100% PL - Lining: 100%
PL - Padding: Goose Down
Warnings: Do not tumble dry
Dry cleaning possible

Details:
Goose down
Color matched double slider zip closure
Pockets with flap
The person in the photo is 177 cm tall. and
wears a size 42
Sizes available from 38 to 50
Sleeve Length: Regular
Total length: 95 cm size 42
Fit: Regular

SKU  3902-1000-310

100 103 203

300 303 310



Fall Winter 2024-2025 _ DOWN JACKET 3903

Youthful with a very fashionable style padded
with shiny nylon goose down. 
This duvet with real collar detachable, charming
and comfortable Rex fur has a unique character
further enhanced by the stitching of the
fabric and from the ribbon on the sides and to the
back bag.
Accentuate your femininity when you're on the
move.
Composition: Outside: 100% PL - Lining: 100%

PL - Padding: Goose Down
Warnings: Do not tumble dry
Dry cleaning possible
Details:
Goose
High collar
Detachable real fur collar
Zip and snap closure
Welt pockets
The person in the photo is 177 cm tall. and

wears a size 42
Sizes available from 38 to 50
Sleeve Length: Normal
Total length: 103 cm size 42
Fit: Regular
 
SKU 3903-1014-303

100 103 203

300 303 310



Fall Winter 2024-2025 _ COAT 3905

The refined silhouette is embellished by the wide
collar with real Rex fur interior and large closed
vents by press studs, by stitched cuffs with
stitching closed by a press stud and by the belt
to tighten it alive. An impeccable choice for those
who want a sophisticated and classic look for
their winter coat, with details fashion.
Composition: Outside: 100% PA - Lining: 100%
PA - Padding: Goose Down
Warnings: Do not tumble dry

Dry cleaning possible
Details:
Goose
High collar and non-detachable fur
Double slider zip closure
Pockets with flap and invisible zip
Vents with snaps
Fabric belt with stitching
The person in the photo is 177 cm tall. and
wears a size 42

Sizes available from 38 to 50
Sleeve Length: Normal
Total length: 105 cm size 42
Fit: Regular slim
SKU 3905-1614-310

100 300 301

303 310 400



401 600 800



Fall Winter 2024-2025 _ BOMBER 3907

Bomber jacket in heavy technical nylon with
knitted wool collar with detachable real shearling
with a sporty feel lose sight of the chic trend that
defines Martylò's strong personality.
Composition: Outside: 100% PL - Lining: 100%
PL - Padding: Goose Down
Warnings: Do not tumble dry
Dry cleaning possible
Details:
Detachable fur with buttons

Bomber collar
Double slider zip closure
Welt pockets and sleeve pocket
The person in the photo is 177 cm tall. and
wears a size 42
Sizes available from 38 to 50
Sleeve Length: Regular
Total length: 66 cm size 42
Fit: sleeve dropped 
SKU 3907-7521-203

100 203 300

400 505 600



Fall Winter 2024-2025 _ DOWN JACKET 3908

A down jacket with double cut inserts in a
luxurious wool and cashmere blend and the
iconic Martylo shiny nylon with stitching
from small scattered rectangles with detachable
ecological warm inner collar that creates the chic
character where style and comfort are meet in a
young garment perfect for every occasion.
Composition: Outside: 100% PL + 80% WO 20%
WS - Lining: 100% PL - Padding: Goose Down
Warnings: Do not tumble dry

Dry cleaning possible
Details:
Goose
Detachable fur collar
Double slider zip and snaps
Welt pockets
The person in the photo is 177 cm tall. and
wears a size 42
Sizes available from 38 to 50
Sleeve Length: Normal

Total length: 95 cm size 42
Fit: Over
 
SKU 3908-8700-301

100 203 300

301



Fall Winter 2024-2025 _ DOWN JACKET 3910

Martylò shiny nylon down jacket with warm
double wooland cashmere inserts, with double
logo button closure and buttonhole and double
slider zip. Unparalleled comfort for everyday life.
The line gives this garment an elegant
movement and highlights the figure of the
wearer, underlining their refinement and
femininity.
Composition: Outside: 100% PL and 80% WO
20% WS - Lining: 100% PL - Padding: Goose

Down
Warnings: Do not tumble dry
Dry cleaning possible
Details:
Goose
Front collar and bottom in double wool
Button and double slider zip closure
Welt pockets
The person in the photo is 177 cm tall. and
wears a size 42

Sizes available from 38 to 50
Sleeve Length: Normal
Total length: 63 cm size 42
Fit: Regular 
SKU  3910-8700-203

100 203 300

301



Fall Winter 2024-2025 _ DOUBLE COAT 3911

The feminine and chic taste is captured in this
double coat cut from a luxurious wool fabric with
refined flaps on the pockets and detachable cuffs
in real mink fur closed by a logo button. Style
and comfort come together in a young and
perfect everyday garment for every occasion.
Composition: Outer: 80% WO 20% WS 
Warnings: Do not machine dry
Dry cleaning possible
Details:

Unlined
Detachable fur cuffs closed by button
Flap pockets
Buttons with buttonholes
The person in the photo is 177 cm tall. and
wears a size 42
Sizes available from 38 to 50
Sleeve Length: Normal
Total length: 125 cm size 42
Fit: Regular

SKU 3911-8700-300

100 203 300

301



Fall Winter 2024-2025 _ DOUBLE COAT 3912

The minimalist aesthetic is captured in this
double coat cut from a soft wool and cashmere.
The pockets and the detachable collar of knitted
wool enrich it, making it personalized with a
perfect finishing touch, resulting in a unique
garment, elegance-style and comfort for
everyday life.
Composition: outside: 80% WO 20% WS
Warnings: Do not tumble dry
Dry cleaning possible

Details:
Unlined coat
Detachable wool knit collar
Wool knit patch pockets
The person in the photo is 177 cm tall. and
wears a size 42
Sizes available from 38 to 50
Sleeve Length: Normal
Total length: 83 cm size 42
Fit: Regular

 
SKU 3912-8700-300

100 203 300

301



Fall Winter 2024-2025 _ DOUBLE COAT 3913

Long coat cut in a warm double wool and
cashmere with large patch pockets and
snap-adjustable laces on the sleeves. High slit at
the back gracefully finished with a central closure
and wide raglan sleeves make it a feminine
garment from a 70s men's classic. Impeccable
choice for those looking for a sophisticated and
timeless winter coat with a luxurious touch.
Composition: Outside: 80% WO 20% WS 
Warnings: Do not tumble dry

Dry cleaning possible
Details:
Unlined
Shirt collar
Snap closure
Patch pockets
High slit at back
Automatically adjustable wrists
The person in the photo is 177 cm tall. and
wears a size 42

Sizes available from 38 to 50
Sleeve Length: Normal
Total length: 125 cm size 42
Fit: Over
 
SKU 3913-8700-301

100 203 300

301



Fall Winter 2024-2025 _ COAT 3914

Minimalism and elegance are in this coat cut
from a soft wool blend with a practical turn
raglan sleeves and a soft diamond-stitched nylon
that enriches and designs the longer back. Welt
pockets and drawstring on the bottom give
elegance and comfort that come together in the
Martylò style.
Composition: outside: 42% WO 20% CO 14%
PA 9% PL 7% VI 8% AF - internal 100% PA -
Padding: synthetic wadding

Warnings: Do not tumble dry
Dry cleaning possible
Details:
Synthetic padding
Printed lining
Button closure
Drawstring at hem
Welt pockets
Small open slits on the side
The person in the photo is 177 cm tall. and

wears a size 42
Sizes available from 38 to 50
Sleeve Length: Normal
Total length: 84 cm size 42
Fit: Raglan Over
SKU 3914-9200-203

100 203



Fall Winter 2024-2025 _ DOWN JACKET 3915

Short down jacket in the canonical soft Martylò
nylon for a light and sinuous line characterized
by a collar tall with a second warm knitted collar
inside and a wide knitted wrist that give it
that spirit attentive to detail, giving this fresh and
dynamic style, while maintaining that chic
femininity.
Composition: outside: 100% WO
Warnings: Do not tumble dry
Dry cleaning possible

Details:
Goose
High knitted collar
Double slider zip closure
Invisible zip pockets
Knitted wrists
The person in the photo is 177 cm tall. and
wears a size 42
Sizes available from 38 to 50
Sleeve Length: Normal

Total length: 62 cm size 42
Fit: Over
 
SKU 3915-1000-303

100 103 203

300 303 310



Fall Winter 2024-2025 _ FUR 3916

Faux mink fur combined with the iconic Martylò
nylon with large stylish pockets oversized
sweatshirt to block heat, it is designed to keep
you comfortable during the cold season. Made
with a plain interior or outerwear  for high-level
city clothing perfect style for any occasion.
Composition: Outside: 100% PL - Lining: 100%
PL - Padding: Goose Down
Warnings: Do not tumble dry
Dry cleaning possible

Details:
Goose
High collar 
Double slider zip closure and snaps
Patch Pockets 
The person in the photo is 177 cm tall. and
wears a size 42
Sizes available from 38 to 50
Sleeve Length: 3/4 sleeve 
Total length: 70 cm size 42

Fit: Over
SKU 3916-1081-103

100 103



Fall Winter 2024-2025 _ DOWN JACKET 3917

Printed nylon down jacket with goose down
padding, a multi-purpose garment ideal even for
the coldest winters. Nylon with a hood and warm
faux fur pockets and wide side slits closed by
snaps make this garment a must-have for your
winter wardrobe.
Composition: external: 100% PA - Lining: 100%
PL - Padding: Goose Feather
Warnings: Do not tumble dry
Dry cleaning possible

Details:
Goose down
Hood with faux fur
Color matched double slider zip
Faux fur patch pockets
Side mirrors with snap buttons
The person in the photo is 177 cm tall. and
wears a size 42
Sizes available from 38 to 50
Sleeve Length: Normal

Total length: 100 cm size 42
Fit: Regular
SKU 3917-1780-1

1



Fall Winter 2024-2025 _ DOWN JACKET 3918

Exclusive design cape down jacket with wide
knitted wool sleeve edges. The particular
metropolitan style makes the garment stylish,
being warm and enveloping with a femininity
typical of the Martylò woman.
Composition: Outside: 100% PA - Lining: 100%
PA - Padding: Goose Down
Warnings: Do not tumble dry
Dry cleaning possible
Details:

Goose
Hood with drawstring
Double slider zip closure
Welt pockets
The person in the photo is 177 cm tall. and
wears a size 42
Sizes available from 38 to 50
Sleeve Length: Normal
Total length: 85 cm size 42
Fit: Over cape

 
SKU 3918-1600-400

100 300 301

303 310 400



401 600 800



Fall Winter 2024-2025 _ CABAN 3919

Caban made of smooth heavy nylon material on
the front and with iconic Martylò nylon stitched in
a diamond pattern padded with
wadding synthetic behind.  Large patch pockets
with flap and warm knitted wool collar. 
The sporty chic lines of this garment meet
a comfortable fit, while also managing to
communicate an innovative and contemporary
style.
Composition: Outside: 100% PL - Lining: 100%

PL - Padding: Synthetic 120 gr.
Warnings: Do not tumble dry
Dry cleaning possible
Details:
120 g synthetic padding
High collar in knitted wool
Double slider zip closure
Patch pockets with invisible zip and flap
Adjustable drawstring at the bottom
The person in the photo is 177 cm tall. and

wears a size 42
Sizes available from 38 to 50
Sleeve Length: Normal
Total length: 92 cm size 42
Fit: Over
 
SKU  3919-7500-100

100 203 300

400 505 600



Fall Winter 2024-2025 _ CABAN 3920

The Martylò aesthetic is captured in this padded
jacket cut from a soft heavy satin with
inserted a large hood edged with detachable real
fox fur. Wide closed side slits hidden snaps and
the adjustable drawstring enrich the style and
provide the finishing touch perfect with elegance
and comfort.
Composition: external: 100% PA - Lining: 100%
PA - Padding: Synthetic 120 gr.
Warnings: Do not tumble dry

Dry cleaning possible
Details:
Synthetic wadding 120 gr.
Printed lining
Double slider zip closure and snaps
Side slits
Flap pockets
Non-detachable hood
Detachable fur
Adjustable drawstring on the bottom

The person in the photo is 177 cm tall. and
wears a size 42
Sizes available from 38 to 50
Sleeve Length: Normal
Total length: 85 cm size 42
Fit: Over
SKU 3920-6018-300

100 203 300

400 505 600



Fall Winter 2024-2025 _ COAT 3921

Coat in soft wool blend fabric and light padded
nylon stitched in diamond patterns, the union of
feminine materials makes this extremely light
garment with a delicate but particularly chic taste
with a soft detachable fur collar and wide front
vents closed by snaps.
Composition: outside: 42% WO 20% CO 14%
PA 9% PL 7% VI 8% AF - Lining: 100% PA -
Padding: synthetic wadding
Warnings: Do not tumble dry

Dry cleaning possible
Details:
Synthetic padding
Hight collar
Detachable fur collar
Slits on the hips
Button closure
Welt pockets
The person in the photo is 177 cm tall. and
wears a size 42

Sizes available from 38 to 50
Sleeve Length: Normal
Total length: 120 cm size 42
Fit: Regular
SKU 3921-9223-203

100 203



Fall Winter 2024-2025 _ DOWN JACKET 3922

Technical velvet down jacket and sleeves in
iconic Martylò Nylon fabric, with collar in soft
synthetic material. The radiant shine of this
garment is simply remarkable. The different
materials make it stand out the details, giving this
garment a unique femininity and elegance.
Composition: Outside: 68% VI 27% PA 8% EA -
Lining: 100% PL - Padding: Goose Down
Warnings: Do not tumble dry
Dry cleaning possible

Details:
Goose
Synthetic fur collar
Pockets with invisible zip
Wrist with elastic
Double slider zip
Logoed lining
The person in the photo is 177 cm tall. and
wears a size 42
Sizes available from 38 to 50

Sleeve Length: Normal
Total length: 60 cm size 42
Fit: Regular
 
SKU 3922-5080-301

100 301



Fall Winter 2024-2025 _ DOWN JACKET 3924

Down jacket in iconic Martylò Nylon fabric, with
soft real Rex fur collar. The radiant shine of this
garment is simply remarkable given the different
stitching of the channels of real goose down. The
materials bring out the details of the closed
vents with snaps and an adjustable drawstring,
giving this garment a unique femininity and
elegance.
Composition: Outside: 100% PA - Lining: 100%
PA - Padding: Goose Down

Warnings: Do not tumble dry
Dry cleaning possible
Details:
Goose down
Non-detachable fur collar
Back hem with adjustable drawstring
Double slider zip closure
Welt pockets
The person in the photo is 177 cm tall. and
wears a size 42

Sizes available from 38 to 50
Sleeve Length: Normal
Total length: 75 cm size 42
Fit: Regular
SKU 3924-1614-310

100 300 301

303 310 400



401 600 800



Fall Winter 2024-2025 _ DOWN JACKET 3925

Down jacket in iconic Martylò fabric with soft
jersey inserts and printed lining with an exclusive
design. The insertion of jersey at the bottom of
the back and sleeves makes the garment stylish
and provides the perfect finishing touch, resulting
in a unique garment and sought after. Style and
comfort come together giving this garment a
unique femininity with the zip that closes it from
the bottom to hood with adjustable drawstring.
Composition: Outside: 100% PA - Lining: 100%

PL - Padding: Goose Down
Warnings: Do not tumble dry
Dry cleaning possible
Details:
Goose down
Hood with adjustable drawstring
Double slider zip closure
Pockets with zip
The person in the photo is 177 cm tall. and
wears a size 42

Sizes available from 38 to 50
Sleeve Length: Normal
Total length: 60 cm size 42
Fit: Regular
SKU 3925-1600-100

100 300 301

303 310 400



401 600 800



Fall Winter 2024-2025 _ DOWN JACKET 3926

Regular down jacket in the iconic Martylò nylon,
padded with goose down, overflowing with that
unmistakable feminine style. The regular fit gives
the garment a unique touch of youth and
dynamism that integrates
perfectly with the study of the inserts in wool knit
kits.
Composition: external: 100% PA - Lining: 100%
PA - Padding: Goose Down
Warnings: Do not tumble dry

Dry cleaning possible
Details:
Goose
High knitted collar
Non-detachable hood
Double slider zip closure
Pockets with wool
The person in the photo is 177 cm tall. and
wears a size 42
Sizes available from 38 to 50

Sleeve Length: Normal
Total length: 65 cm size 42
Fit: Regular
 
SKU 3926-1600-400

100 300 301

303 310 400



401 600 800



Fall Winter 2024-2025 _ DOWN JACKET 3927

Dual material duvet in fine coated fabric made
with cotton fibres. The shiny wet effect it makes
the garment light and provides a soft touch,
resulting in a unique and warm garment. Large
hood with adjustable logoed drawstring and
adjustable drawstring at the back hem. Style and
comfort come together in a young
garment perfect for any occasion.
Composition: Outside: 65% CO 30% PL 5% AF -
Lining: 100% PA - Padding: Goose Down

Warnings: Do not tumble dry
Dry cleaning possible
Details:
Goose
Hood with adjustable drawstring
Double slider zip closure
Welt pockets
The person in the photo is 177 cm tall. and
wears a size 42
Sizes available from 38 to 50

Sleeve Length: Normal
Total length: 68 cm size 42
Fit: Over
 
SKU  3927-9100-100

100 203



Fall Winter 2024-2025 _ DOWN JACKET 3928

Down jacket in soft iconic Martylò nylon and
warm wool blend on the front and neck with
warm wool knit finishes on the cuffs and at the
bottom. Its elegance makes it a jewel of a
garment as it always follows the figure and
comfort of the wearer. The materials, combined
with the utmost care and attention to detail, give
this garment a fresh style and dynamic, while
maintaining that chic femininity.
Composition: outside: 42% WO 20% CO 14%

PA 9% PL 7% VI 8% AF  - Lining: 100% PA -
Padding: Goose Down
Warnings: Do not tumble dry
Dry cleaning possible
Details:
Printed lining
Goose
High Collar
Double slider zip closure
Welt pockets

Knitted wool cuffs and back hem
The person in the photo is 177 cm tall. and
wears a size 42
Sizes available from 38 to 50
Sleeve Length: Normal
Total length: 74 cm size 42
Fit: Over
SKU 3928-9200-203

100 203



Fall Winter 2024-2025 _ DOWN JACKET 3929

Down jacket in fine nylon suede fabric made with
real Tianjin fur inserts on the front and
back inside neck. The effect makes the garment
light and provides a perception of soft touch,
resulting in a unique garment it's warm. 
Style and comfort come together in a young
garment perfect for any occasion.
Composition: outside: 95% PL 5% PA- Lining:
100% PA - Padding: Goose Down
Warnings: Do not tumble dry

Dry cleaning possible
Details:
Goose
Real Tianjin Lamb fur
High collar
Double slider zip closure
Welt pockets
Slits on the sides closed by snaps
Drawstring at the bottom
The person in the photo is 177 cm tall. and

wears a size 42
Sizes available from 38 to 50
Sleeve Length: Normal
Total length: 75 cm size 42
Fit: Over
SKU 3929-2023-203

100 104 203

305



Fall Winter 2024-2025 _ DOWN JACKET 3930

Two-tone printed nylon down jacket embellished
with faux fur on the hood and rear hem.  An ideal
everyday item ideal everyday for city
environments. Endowed with energy and
character, provided in part by the materials
used, it has a unique elegance.
Composition: external: 100% PL - Lining: 100%
PA - Padding: Goose Down
Warnings: Do not tumble dry
Dry cleaning possible

Details:
Goose
Hood with faux fur
Tonal double-slider zip closure
Invisible Zipped pockets
The person in the photo is 177 cm tall and wears
a size 42
Sizes available from 38 to 50
Sleeve Length: Normal
Total length: 66 cm size 42

Fit: Regular
SKU 3930-1780-1

1



Fall Winter 2024-2025 _ DOWN JACKET 3930

Nylon down jacket with printed lining embellished
with ecological fur. An ideal everyday item for
city environments. Endowed with energy and
character, provided in part by the materials
used, it has a unique elegance.
Composition: external: 100% PA - Lining: 100%
PL - Padding: Goose Down
Warnings: Do not tumble dry
Dry cleaning possible
Details:

Goose
Hood with faux fur
Tonal double-slider zip closure
Invisible Zipped pockets
The person in the photo is 177 cm tall. and
wears a size 42
Sizes available from 38 to 50
Sleeve Length: Normal
Total length: 66 cm size 42
Fit: Regular

SKU  3930-1680-300

100 300 301

303 310 400



401 600 800



Fall Winter 2024-2025 _ DOWN JACKET 3931

Down jacket with glamorous coated fabric inserts
with a very fashionable style, padded with goose
down and with nylon lining.
This A-line hooded down jacket proves charming
and comfortable with an additional unique
character enhanced by the materials of the two
fabrics. Accentuate your femininity when you're
on the move with open side slits.
Composition: Outside: 65% CO 30% PL 5% AF -
Lining: 100% PA – Padding: Goose Down

Warnings: Do not tumble dry
Dry cleaning possible
Details:
Goose
Non-detachable hood with adjustable drawstring
Pockets with invisible zip
Double slider zip closure
Open side slits.
The person in the photo is 177 cm tall. and
wears a size 42

Sizes available from 38 to 50
Sleeve Length: Normal
Total length: 70 cm size 42
Fit: Over
 
SKU 3931-9100-100

100 203



Fall Winter 2024-2025 _ 3932

Stylish long shirt with a heavy technical fabric
front with thermal padding and an iconic
back Martylò nylon stitched in diamonds
enriched by large vents closed by an invisible
zip. Large hood edged with rich detachable fox
fur and drawstring to adjust its width define the
sporty and comfortable Martylò style.
Composition: outside: 100% PL - Lining: 100%
PL - Padding: synthetic wadding 120 gr.
Warnings: Do not tumble dry

Dry cleaning possible
Details:
Synthetic padding
Non-detachable hood with adjustable drawstring
Detachable fur
Side mirrors closed by invisible zip
Welt pockets
Tonal double slider zip closure
Wrist closed by snap
The person in the photo is 177 cm tall. and

wears a size 42
Sizes available from 38 to 50
Sleeve Length: Regular
Total length: 110 cm size 42
Fit: Over 
SKU 3932-7518-203

100 203 300

400 505 600



Fall Winter 2024-2025 _ DOWN JACKET 3933

Technical stretch velvet down jacket with goose
down padding and iconic Martylò nylon, one
piece with warm wool knit collar ideal even for
the coldest winters. The union of the two
materials in tone and the logo lining make this
garment a must-have for your fashion and sporty
winter wardrobe.
Composition: outside: 65% VI 27% PA 8% EA -
Lining: 100% PL - Padding: Goose Down
Warnings: Do not tumble dry

Dry cleaning possible
Details:
Goose
High collar in wool knit
Double slider zip closure
Welt pockets
Logoed lining
Wrist with elastic
The person in the photo is 177 cm tall. and
wears a size 42

Sizes available from 38 to 50
Sleeve Length: Regular
Total length: 100 cm size 42
Fit: Regular
SKU 3933-5000-301

100 301



Fall Winter 2024-2025 _ DOWN JACKET 3934

Suede-like nylon down jacket with goose down
padding, long and enveloping, heat-warming
cold winters. 
The large adjustable hood with matching
drawstring and large vents on the sides closed
by invisible zips they give this down jacket that
always feminine bon ton taste of Martylò.
Composition: External: 95% PL 5% PA - Lining:
100% PA - Padding: Goose Down
Warnings: Do not tumble dry

Dry cleaning possible
Details:
Goose
Adjustable non-detachable hood with drawstring
Double slider zip and snap closure
Zipped pockets
Side slits closed by invisible zip
The person in the photo is 177cm tall. and wears
a size 42
Sizes available from 38 to 50

Sleeve Length: Regular
Total length: 117 cm size 42
Fit: Over
SKU 3934-2000-203

100 104 203

305



Fall Winter 2024-2025 _ PARKA COAT 3935

Martylò style parka embellished with ecological
inserts as internal lining and iconic nylon interior
stitched with enriched diamonds with a precious
hood edge in real fox fur with a soft and warm
touch. A feminine style without forgetting the
importance of a free time must have with a
delicate but particularly chic taste.
Composition: Outside: 100% PL - Lining: 100%
PL - Padding: synthetic wadding
Warnings: Do not tumble dry

Dry cleaning possible
Details:
Non-detachable hood with real fur trim
Drawstring on the hood and adjustable hem
External waist drawstring in the back
Button closure
Sleeve and shoulder laces with buttons
Pockets and welt with flap closed by button
The person in the photo is 177 cm tall. and
wears a size 42

Sizes available from 38 to 50
Sleeve Length: Normal
Total length: 100 cm size 42
Fit: Over sleeve dropped
SKU 3935-7518-203

100 203 300

400 505 600



Fall Winter 2024-2025 _ DOWN JACKET 3936

Down jacket in iconic Martylò Nylon fabric with
soft jersey inserts and two zips on the side sides.
A large hood with an adjustable drawstring lined
in the same soft jersey that defines both the
bump that the sleeve bottoms give the grit that is
simply remarkable. The different materials
do highlight the lines, giving this garment a
unique femininity and personality.
Composition: external: 100% PL - Lining: 100%
PA - Padding: Goose Feather

Warnings: Do not tumble dry
Dry cleaning possible
Details:
Goose down
Non-detachable hood with adjustable drawstring
Double slider zip closure
Welt pockets
Zip on the sides
The person in the photo is 177 cm tall. and
wears a size 42

Sizes available from 38 to 50
Sleeve Length: Normal
Total length: 73 cm size 42
Fit: Lowered armhole
SKU 3936-1600-100

100 300 301

303 310 400



401 600 800



Fall Winter 2024-2025 _ DOWN JACKET 3937

Down jacket in soft stretch velvet and iconic
Martylò Nylon, with hood edged in soft synthetic
material. The two drawstrings at the bottom of
the sleeve, the logoed lining and the large patch
pockets with flaps outline its character and the
personality that with determination presents its
unique style. 
The union of the different materials makes the
details stand out.
Composition: Outside: 63% VI 27% PA 8% EA -

Lining: 100% PL - Padding: Goose Down
Warnings: Do not tumble dry
Dry cleaning possible
Details:
Goose down
Hood edged with soft ecological fur
Double slider zip closure
Patch pockets with flaps closed by snaps
Sleeve with adjustable drawstring
Side slits closed with invisible zip

The person in the photo is 177 cm tall. and
wears a size 42
Sizes available from 38 to 50
Sleeve Length: Regular
Total length: 75 cm size 42
Fit: Regular
SKU 3937-5080-301

100 301



Fall Winter 2024-2025 _ SHORT FUR 3938

Youthful but at the same time comfortable, with a
highly fashionable style, real rabbit fur
printed with black lining. This garment is a must
to face the winter in style Martylo, a collection
that represents the evolution of lines and style.
Composition: Outside: 100% REAL FUR - Lining:
100% PL 
Warnings: Do not tumble dry
Dry cleaning possible
Details:

Real Fur
High collar
Front closure with snaps
Welt pockets
The person in the photo is 177 cm tall. and
wears a size 42
Sizes available from 38 to 50
Sleeve Length: Normal
Total length: 65 cm size 42
Fit: Over

SKU 3938-0037-1

Unique sample



Fall Winter 2024-2025 _ FUR 3939

Youthful but at the same time warm and
comfortable, with a highly fashionable style, real
long fur coat in rabbit print with black lining. This
garment is a must to face the winter with Martylo
style, a collection that represents the evolution of
lines and style.
Composition: Outside: 100% REAL FUR - Lining:
100% PL 
Warnings: Do not tumble dry
Dry cleaning possible

Details:
Real Fur
Front closure with snaps
Welt pockets
The person in the photo is 177 cm tall. and
wears a size 42
Sizes available from 38 to 50
Sleeve Length: Normal
Total length: 100 cm size 42
Fit: Regular

SKU 3939-0037-1

Unique sample



Fall Winter 2024-2025 _ DOWN JACKET 3940

The refined silhouette is embellished by the
fabric with this soft suede effect, the high collar,
large patch pockets with flap and from this
closure with visible snaps that hide a zip closure
on the back. An impeccable choice for those who
want an Oversized look sophisticated and
modern, with practical details without forgetting
fashion.
Composition: exterior: 95% PL 5% PA - Lining:
100% PA - Padding: Goose Down

Warnings: Do not machine dry
Dry cleaning possible
Details:
Goose
Polo neck
Double slider zip and snap closure
Patch pockets with flap
The person in the photo is 177 cm tall. and
wears a size 42
Sizes available from 38 to 50

Sleeve Length: Normal
Total length: 85 cm size 42
Fit: Over
SKU 3940-2000-305

100 104 203

305



Fall Winter 2024-2025 _ PARKA COAT 3941

Parka in padded fabric with synthetic wadding
embellished with detachable fox fur and leopard
print lining. Its elegance makes it a jewel of a
garment as it always follows the figure and
comfort of the wearer. The materials, combined
with the utmost care and attention to detail, give
this garment a fresh style and dynamic, while
maintaining that chic femininity typical of Martylo
garments.
Composition: Outside: 100% PA - Lining: 100%

PA - Padding: synthetic wadding
Warnings: Do not tumble dry
Dry cleaning possible
Details:
Synthetic padding 120 gr.
Detachable fur hood
Adjustable drawstring at the back and bottom
hem
Double slider zip closure
Welt pockets

The person in the photo is 177 cm tall. and
wears a size 42
Sizes available from 38 to 50
Sleeve Length: Normal
Total length: 110 cm size 42
Fit: Regular
 
SKU 3941-7518-100

100 203 300

400 505 600



Fall Winter 2024-2025 _ CAPE 3942

Warm and enveloping suede-like nylon down
cape with large hood with logoed drawstring.
The two double-slider zips on the sides, the
width and the welt pockets outline its character
and the personality that with a chic and sporty
taste presents the unique style that has always
belonged to Martylo.
Composition: external: 95% PL 27% PA 5% EA -
Lining: 100% PA - Padding: Goose Down
Warnings: Do not tumble dry

Dry cleaning possible
Details:
Goose down
Hood with adjustable drawstring
Double slider zip closure
Welt pockets
Side slits closed with double-slider zip
The person in the photo is 177 cm tall. and
wears a size 42
Sizes available from 38 to 50

Sleeve Length: Cape
Total length: 85 cm size 42
Fit: Over
SKU  3942-2000-305

100 104 203

305



Fall Winter 2024-2025 _ DOWN JACKET 3943

Heavy technical nylon down jacket with hood,
classic Andean poncho model that slips over the
head with leopard print lining which makes it a
timeless Must Have. A sporty taste without losing
sight of the chic trend that defines Martylò's
strong personality.
Composition: exterior: 100% PL - Lining: 100%
PL - Padding: Goose Down
Warnings: Do not machine dry
Dry cleaning possible

Details:
Goose
Adjustable hood with hood
Front zip closure
Welt pockets
Invisible zip on the sides
The person in the photo is 177 cm tall. and
wears a size 42
Sizes available from 38 to 50
Sleeve Length: Normal

Total length: 66 cm size 42
Fit: Over
SKU 3943-4000-400

100 203 303

400



Fall Winter 2024-2025 _ SHORT COAT 3970

Short coat in very soft, unlined double printed
wool with non-detachable hood and patch
pockets. Unparalleled comfort for everyday life.
The line gives this garment an elegant
movement and it highlights the figure of the
wearer, underlining their refinement and
femininity.
Composition: Outside: 100% WO 
Warnings: Do not tumble dry
Dry cleaning possible

Details:
Double wool
Unlined
Non-detachable hood
Snap closure
Patch pockets
The person in the photo is 177 cm tall. and
wears a size 42
Sizes available from 38 to 50
Sleeve Length: Normal

Total length: 600 cm size 42
Fit: Sleeve dropped
SKU 3970-8600-1

Unique sample



Fall Winter 2024-2025 _ DOUBLE CAPE 3971

Printed double coat cut from a soft pure wool
fabric and enriched by large vents on the sides.
The flaps on the pockets outline the figure and
the belt with which you can tighten the coat
brings back the Martylò style which with
elegance-style and comfort make it perfect for
any occasion.
Composition: Outside: 100% WO 
Warnings: Do not tumble dry
Dry cleaning possible

Details:
Unlined
Fabric belt
Flap pockets
Snap closure
Side slits
The person in the photo is 177 cm tall. and
wears a size 42
Sizes available from 38 to 50
Sleeve Length: Normal

Total length: 125 cm size 42
Fit: OVER
SKU 3971-8600-1

Unique sample



Fall Winter 2024-2025 _ DOWN JACKET 3972

Youthful with a very fashionable style padded
with goose down in cashmere and cotton fabric.
This comfortable high collar down jacket has a
unique character further from the neutral colors
of the fabric. Accentuate your femininity when
you're on the move.
Composition: Outside: 23% WS 22% NY 54%
CO 1% AF - Lining: 100% PA - Padding: Goose
Down
Warnings: Do not tumble dry

Dry cleaning possible
Details:
Goose
Double slider zip closure
Pockets with zip
The person in the photo is 177 cm tall and wears
a size 42
Sizes available from 38 to 50
Sleeve Length: Normal
Total length: 100 cm size 42

Fit: OVER
SKU 3972-9000-1

1



Fall Winter 2024-2025 _ DOWN JACKET 3973

Soft and warm natural color, cashmere and
cotton duvet embellished with a belt to capture it.
A refined garment ideal for city environments.
Endowed with energy and character, provided
partly from the material used, it has a unique
elegance.
Composition: external: 23% WS 22% NY 54%
CO 1% AF - Lining: 100% PA – Padding: Goose
Down
Warnings: Do not tumble dry

Dry cleaning possible
Details:
Goose
Closure with matching snaps
Pockets with zip
The person in the photo is 177 cm tall. and
wears a size 42
Sizes available from 38 to 50
Sleeve Length: Normal
Total length: 115 cm size 42

Fit: OVER
SKU 3973-9000-1

1



Fall Winter 2024-2025 _ DOWN JACKET 3974

Down jacket with high collar enriched by shiny
technical fabric and printed lining that adds
Martylò style and provides the chic finishing
touch with the wool drawstrings, resulting in a
unique garment, elegance-style and comfort
which come together in a perfect garment for any
occasion.
Composition: external: 100% PL - Lining: 100%
PL Padding: Goose Feather
Warnings: Do not tumble dry

Dry cleaning possible
Details:
Goose down
Leopard printed lining
High collar closed by snaps
Tonal double-slider zip closure
Zipped pockets
The person in the photo is 177 cm tall. and
wears a size 42
Sizes available from 38 to 50

Sleeve Length: Regular
Total length: 62 cm size 42
Fit: Regular
YOU CAN HAVE MODEL 3974 IN
LIGHTWEIGHT NYLON 1800 (3974.1800 1800
FABRIC COLOR CHART)
 
SKU 3974-4000-400

100 203 303

400



Fall Winter 2024-2025 _ JACKET 3975

Youthful with a very fashionable style padded
with thermal synthetic wadding in technical
fabric.This hood charming and comfortable, it
has a unique character further enhanced by the
soft cashmere and cotton edges and the seams
of the fabric. Accentuate your femininity by
tightening it with the drawstring to your body.
Composition: Outside: 100% PA - Lining: 100%
PA -Padding: Synthetic wadding
Warnings: Do not tumble dry

Dry cleaning possible
Details:
Synthetic wadding
Non-detachable hood
Snap closure
Welt pockets
The person in the photo is 177 cm tall. and
wears a size 42
Sizes available from 38 to 50
Sleeve Length: cap

Total length: 84 cm size 42
Fit: Over
 
SKU  3975-1800-203

100 203 300

305



Fall Winter 2024-2025 _ UNLINED COAT 3976

The minimalist aesthetic is captured in this
unlined coat cut from a luxurious wool blend
trimmed in soft fabric cashmere and cotton with
leather fringes that enrich the bottom creating a
bold character. Style and comfort come together
in a chic garment perfect for the first cold
weather.
Composition: Outside: 72% PL 28% WO 
Warnings: Do not tumble dry
Dry cleaning possible

Details:
Unlined coat
Welt pockets
Automatic buttons
The person in the photo is 177 cm tall. and
wears a size 42
Sizes available from 38 to 50
Sleeve Length: Normal
Total length: 76 + 20 (fringe) cm size 42
Fit: Regular Kimono

 
SKU 3976-8000-103

103 303



Fall Winter 2024-2025 _ DOWN JACKET 3977

Very fashion style shirt down jacket padded with
goose down in shiny technical fabric and printed
lining. The model is warm and delicate to the
touch, comfortable and suitable for a
metropolitan style with a slightly masculine
character, born to secretly hide your femininity.
Composition: Outside: 100% PL - Lining: 100%
PL - Padding: Goose Down
Warnings: Do not tumble dry
Dry cleaning possible

Details:
Goose
Leopard printed lining
Snap closure
Pockets with automatic
The person in the photo is 177 cm tall. and
wears a size 42
Sizes available from 38 to 50
Sleeve Length: Normal
Total length: 67 cm size 42

Fit: Regular
 
SKU 3977-4000-303

100 203 303

400



Fall Winter 2024-2025 _ 3978

Regular waistcoat in soft stretch viscose velvet
and iconic Martylo' nylon with hood with
drawstring wool. Padded with very fine goose
down padding, it is a warm garment suitable for
the first cold weather. Impeccable choice for
those looking for a sophisticated and timeless
winter vest with a luxurious touch.
Composition: exterior: 65% VI 27% PA 8%EA -
Lining: 100% PA - Padding: Goose down
Warnings: Do not machine dry

Dry cleaning possible
Details:
Non-detachable hood with wool drawstring
Double slider zip closure
Welt pockets
The person in the photo is 177 cm tall. and
wears a size 42
Sizes available from 38 to 50
Sleeve Length: vest
Total length: 60 cm size 42

Fit: Regular
YOU CAN HAVE THE MODEL 3978 IN
CASHMERE MIXED COTTON 9000 (3978.9000
COLOR CARD OF FABRIC 9000)
SKU 3978-5000-301

100 301



Fall Winter 2024-2025 _ GILET 3978F

Regular waistcoat in shiny technical fabric and
fashionable leopard-print lining with drawstring
hood wool. Padded with very fine goose down
padding, it is a warm garment suitable for the
first cold weather. Impeccable choice for those
looking for a sophisticated and timeless winter
vest with a luxurious touch.
Composition: exterior: 100% PL - Lining: 100%
PL - Padding: Goose Down
Warnings: Do not machine dry

Dry cleaning possible
Details:
Non-detachable hood with wool drawstring
Printed lining
Double slider zip closure
Welt pockets
The person in the photo is 177 cm tall. and
wears a size 42
Sizes available from 38 to 50
Sleeve Length: vest

Total length: 60 cm size 42
Fit: Regular
YOU CAN HAVE MODEL 3978F IN LIGHT
NYLON 1800 (3978F.4000 1800 FABRIC
COLOR CARD)
SKU 3978F-4000-400

100 203 303

400



Fall Winter 2024-2025 _ TRENCH COAT 3979

Trench coat in padded fabric with Martylò style
wadding embellished with detachable shearling
fur and printed lining leopard. Its elegance
makes it a jewel of a garment as it always follows
the figure and comfort of the wearer. The
materials, combined with the utmost care and
attention to detail, give this garment a fresh
style and dynamic, while maintaining that chic
femininity typical of Martylo trench coats.
Composition: exterior: 100% PL - Lining: 100%

PL - Padding: Synthetic 120 gr.
Warnings: Do not machine dry
Dry cleaning possible
Details:
Synthetic padding 120 gr.
Collar with detachable fur
Adjustable wool drawstring waist
Double slider zip closure and snap flap
Patch pockets with bellows closed by snaps
The person in the photo is 177 cm tall. and

wears a size 42
Sizes available from 38 to 50
Sleeve Length: Normal
Total length: 117 cm size 42
Fit: over-dropped armholes
YOU CAN HAVE MODEL 3979 WITHOUT FUR
SO IT WILL BE 3979.7500, 7500 FABRIC
COLOR CARD
SKU 3979-7521-203

100 203 300

400 505 600



Fall Winter 2024-2025 _ CABAN 3980

Caban with a very fashionable style padded with
thermal synthetic wadding in technical fabric with
high wool collar warm sweater with lurex thread.
This charming and comfortable pea coat has a
unique character that is further enhanced
with soft cashmere and cotton edges and fabric
stitching. 
Accentuate your femininity by tightening it with
the drawstring to your body.
Composition: exterior: 100% PA - Lining: 100%

PA - Padding: Synthetic wadding
Warnings: Do not machine dry
Dry cleaning possible
Details:
Synthetic wadding
Double knitted wool collar with lurex
Double slider zip closure
Patch pockets
The person in the photo is 177 cm tall. and
wears a size 42

Sizes available from 38 to 50
Sleeve Length: normal
Total length: 94 cm size 42
Fit: Regular
SKU 3980-1800-305

100 203 300

305



Fall Winter 2024-2025 _ JACKET 3981

Jacket in padded fabric with Martylò style
wadding embellished with detachable shearling
fur and printed lining leopard.
Its line makes it a stylish garment, always
enhancing the figure and comfort of the wearer.
The materials, combined with the utmost care
and attention to detail, give this garment
a dynamic style, while maintaining that sporty
and chic femininity of the Martylo DNA.
Composition: exterior: 100% PL - Lining: 100%

PL - Padding: Synthetic 120 gr.
Warnings: Do not machine dry
Dry cleaning possible
Details:
Synthetic padding 120 gr.
Collar with detachable fur
Ribbon belt at the waist with belt loops
Snap closure
Welt pockets with snap closure
The person in the photo is 177 cm tall. and

wears a size 42
Sizes available from 38 to 50
Sleeve Length: Normal
Total length: 81 cm size 42
Fit: regular dropped armholes
YOU CAN HAVE MODEL 3981 WITHOUT FUR
AND IT WILL BE 3981.4000 FABRIC COLOR
CARD 4000
SKU 3981-4021-203

100 203 303

400



Fall Winter 2024-2025 _ DOWN JACKET 3982

Long down jacket with side slits in the new
Martylò nylon, padded with goose down,
overflowing with that unmistakable feminine style
with collar and cuffs in warm wool knit with lurex.
The slightly oversized fit gives the garment a
unique touch of youth and dynamism which
integrates perfectly with the study of the
stitching, with elastic at the waist for slim the
body.
Composition: exterior: 100% PA - Lining: 100%

PA - Padding: Goose Down
Warnings: Do not machine dry
Dry cleaning possible
Details:
Goose
High nylon collar with warm wool and lurex knit
interior
Cuffs in warm knitted wool with lurex
Double slider zip and snap closure
Welt pockets with snap closure

The person in the photo is 177 cm tall. and
wears a size 42
Sizes available from 38 to 50
Sleeve Length: Normal
Total length: 125 cm size 42
Fit: Regular
SKU  3982-1800-305

100 203 300

305



Fall Winter 2024-2025 _ DOWN JACKET 3983

Regular down jacket in Martylo' iconic nylon with
cashmere and cotton fabric inserts on the collar
and sleeves. Padded with very fine goose down
padding and cuffs prettily finished with warm
knitted wool and lurex, it is a very warm and
feminine garment. Impeccable choice for those
looking for a sophisticated, no-frills winter down
jacket
time with a luxurious touch.
Composition: exterior: 23% WS 22% PA 54%

CO 1% AF - Lining: 100% PA - Padding: Goose
down
Warnings: Do not machine dry
Dry cleaning possible
Details:
Goose down
Polo neck
Knitted wool and lurex cuffs
Double slider zip closure
Pockets with invisible zip

The person in the photo is 177 cm tall. and
wears a size 42
Sizes available from 38 to 50
Sleeve Length: Normal
Total length: 55 cm size 42
Fit: Regular
YOU CAN HAVE THE MODEL 3983 IN THE
FABRIC 5000 STRETCH TECHNICAL VELVET
WHERE IN THE SAMPLE YOU HAVE THE
FABRIC 9000, IT WILL BE



3983.5000 FABRIC COLOR CHART 5000
SKU 3983-9000-1

1



Fall Winter 2024-2025 _ GILET 3984

Down vest combined in stretch technical velvet
and nylon with side slits closed by coarse grain
zips for locking in heat, it is designed to keep you
comfortable during the first cold weather. Made
with a fixed hood adjustable with wool drawstring
or outerwear for city clothing with a high level of
style, perfect for any occasion.
Composition: exterior: 65% VI 27% PA 8% EA -
Lining: 100% PA - Padding: Goose down
Warnings: Do not machine dry

Dry cleaning possible
Details:
Goose down
Adjustable fixed hood with knitted drawstring
Zipper on the sides
Double slider zip closure
Welt pockets with snap closure
The person in the photo is 177 cm tall. and
wears a size 42
Sizes available from 38 to 50

Sleeve Length: vest
Total length: 90 cm size 42
Fit: Regular
YOU CAN HAVE MODEL 3984 IN THE FABRIC
9000 WOOL CASHMERE AND COTTON
WHERE IN THE SAMPLE YOU HAVE THE
FABRIC 5000, IT WILL BE 3984.9000 9000
FABRIC COLOR CHART
SKU 3984-5000-301

100 301



Fall Winter 2024-2025 _ CAPE 3985

Cape made of wool blend with reversible knitted
effect in nylon with synthetic padding and
stitching rhombus.
A high collar in warm knitted wool and lurex
combined with warm shearling fur pockets create
elegance-style and comfort that can always be
recognized in Martylò, thus managing to
communicate an innovative and contemporary
style.
Composition: exterior: 72% PL 28% WV - Lining:

100% PA - Padding: Synthetic 100 gr.
Warnings: Do not machine dry
Dry cleaning possible
Details:
Synthetic padding 100 gr.
High collar in knit and lurex
Double slider zip closure
Patch pockets closed by snap
Cashmere wool and cotton border
The person in the photo is 177 cm tall. and

wears a size 42
Sizes available from 38 to 50
Sleeve Length: cape
Total length: 85 cm size 42
Fit: Over
YOU CAN HAVE MODEL 3985 WITHOUT FUR
AND IT WILL BE 3985.8000 FABRIC COLOR
CARD 8000
 
SKU 3985-8021-303

103 303



Fall Winter 2024-2025 _ BOMBER 3986

Bomber jacket made of wool blend with
reversible knitted effect in nylon with synthetic
padding and stitching rhombus. 
A high collar in warm knitted wool and lurex
enriches this bomber jacket to be a unique must
have winter thanks to the high quality details and
the sporty and functional silhouette.
Style and comfort that can always be recognized
in Martylò, thus managing to communicate an
innovative and contemporary style.

Composition: exterior: 72% PL 28% WV - Lining:
100% PA - Padding: Synthetic 100 gr.
Warnings: Do not machine dry
Dry cleaning possible
Details:
Synthetic padding 100 gr.
High collar in knit and lurex
Double slider zip closure
Welt pockets with snap closure
The person in the photo is 177 cm tall. and

wears a size 42
Sizes available from 38 to 50
Sleeve Length: normal
Total length: 64 cm size 42
Fit: Over
 
SKU 3986-8000-103

103 303



Fall Winter 2024-2025 _ DOWN JACKET 3987

Down jacket with high collar enriched by shiny
technical fabric and printed lining that adds
Martylò style and provides the chic finishing
touch with the wool drawstrings, resulting in a
unique garment, elegance-style and comfort 
which come together in a perfect garment for any
occasion.
Composition: external: 100% PL - Lining: 100%
PL - Padding: Goose Feather
Warnings: Do not tumble dry

Dry cleaning possible
Details:
Goose down
Leopard printed lining
High collar closed by snaps
Tonal double-slider zip closure
Zipped pockets
The person in the photo is 177 cm tall. and
wears a size 42
Sizes available from 38 to 50

Sleeve Length: Regular
Total length: 82 cm size 42
Fit: Regular
YOU CAN HAVE MODEL 3987 IN
LIGHTWEIGHT NYLON 1800 (3987.1800 1800
FABRIC COLOR CHART)
SKU 3987-4000-203

100 203 303

400


